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With a rate rise at the conclusion of the Federal Reserve’s two-day 
policy meeting on Wednesday a near certainty on Wall Street, the 
focus now for investors is when the central bank will begin trimming its 
balance sheet amid a mixed backdrop of low inflation and continued 
labor-market strength. 

Economic data since the Fed’s March meeting, when it opted to lift 
rates by a quarter percentage point, has shown the nation’s 
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unemployment rate falling four percentage points as the so-called 
slack in the labor market diminishes. However, inflation as measured 
by the central bank’s preferred gauge, the core personal consumption 
expenditures index (which strips out volatile food and energy 
components) had dipped two percentage points on a year-over-year 
basis to 1.5%, well below the 2% target. 

“We don’t think the recent data call for a major change in the Fed’s 
policy outlook,” economists at Goldman Sachs Economic Research 
said, pointing to speeches from central bank policymakers over the 
past several weeks that emphasize the need for a patient and 
balanced approach to changes in monetary policy. 

The CME Group’s closely-watched federal funds futures, which 
measure market expectations for changes in monetary policy, show 
odds for a rate increase to between 1% and 1.25% this month at 
95.8%. 

Another complicating factor for the Fed is the divergence between 
equity prices that, despite a pullback in the technology sector the last 
two sessions, continue to trade near record levels, and a bond market 
that could be signaling caution ahead. Bond yields, which move 
inversely to prices, have come down from post-election highs. What’s 
more, the yield curve has flattened as the federal funds rate and other 
shorter-term duration bond yields move higher while longer-term 
yields have been relatively unmoved.  



“As long as inflation remains soft – or gets softer still – and the 
potential of pro-growth fiscal policy remains but a figment of the 
imagination, not to mention an increasingly contentious world amid 
ongoing geo-political risk, interest rates on the longer end of the curve 
will continue to compress,” said Lindsey Piegza, chief economist at 
Stifel.  

Investors should get more clarity on the Fed’s thinking when it 
releases its Summary of Economic Projections alongside its policy 
decision Wednesday afternoon at 2:00 p.m. ET. Goldman Sachs 
economists expect policymakers to lower both their GDP growth 
expectations for 2017 and their unemployment rate forecast to 4.3% 
this year and 4.2% in 2018 while the hunt for 2% inflation remains 
elusive until at least 2019.  

Fed officials have signaled at least two more rate hikes before the end 
of the year, but some on Wall Street have pondered the possibility of 
balance-sheet normalization – the process of reducing the central 
bank’s $4.5 trillion in Treasuries and mortgage-backed securities – as 
the next phase in the tightening cycle. 

“We expect balance sheet adjustment to start in September and the 
Fed hiking cycle to resume in December. With respect to the balance 
sheet, we assume initial caps on the amounts of securities that can 
run off in any given month of $10 billion for U.S. Treasuries and $5 
billion for mortgage-backed securities, that rise over four quarters to 



caps of $40 billion and $20 billion, respectively,” the Goldman 
economists estimate.  

At the end of May, Fed officials said as long as the economy’s growth 
momentum was sustained, they planned to continue normalizing 
policy and trimming the balance sheet. Until this point, the Fed has 
maintained its balance sheet by reinvesting principle when older 
bonds mature. Much of those assets were a product of a monthly 
bond-buying program enacted in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, 
aimed at jump starting the economic recovery.   
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First time buyers and a real estate agent, center, enter a home for sale in Warren, 
Michigan, U.S., on Saturday, March 18, 2017. 



After the Federal Reserve raised the Fed Funds rate by a quarter of a point last 
week, the real estate industry fretted over the potential effects of higher mortgage 
rates on home affordability, and how that could curtail the still-wobbly recovery of 
the U.S. housing market. 

So far, there's been no sign that the market is retreating. In fact, it seems more 
likely that the Fed's actions could actually be good for the housing market. 

Here's why. 

First, consumer psychology: There's an entire cohort of potential homebuyers who 
have known nothing other than historically low interest rates. But now, having 
seen the Fed raise rates last week, and with two more rate increases considered 
very likely this year, many of these homebuyers will get off the fence and into the 
market before rates go any higher. At the very least this should result in more 
demand through the peak spring and summer selling seasons, and may even drive 
enough sales to have a positive effect on the overall economy. 

Second, lending standards: Higher interest rates may provide lenders with more of 
an incentive to make loans – and a little bit of a cushion against risk – which will 
very likely loosen some of the incredibly tight lending standards that have 
prevented millions of credit-worthy borrowers from getting mortgages over the 
past few years. Higher rates will also drastically reduce the number of refinance 
loans being issued, which lenders may try to offset by doing more purchase loans. 

Finally, predictability: the 25 basis point hike was well within the range that most 
industry analysts had expected, which means it's possible that last week's hike 
won't cause mortgage rates to rise significantly from current levels. In fact, a week 
later, rates on 30-year and 15-year fixed rate loans are basically unchanged, and 
still at the low end of historical rates. 

Motivated buyers, relaxed lending standards, and marginal mortgage rate 
increases, coupled with what appears to be strong wage and job growth could lead 
to one of the best spring selling seasons the housing market has seen in many 
years. 



Commentary by Rick Sharga, executive vice president at Ten-X, (formerly 
Auction.com), an online real estate marketplace. Follow him on 
Twitter @ricksharga.  

Fed Votes to Raise Rates: The 
Housing Impact 
DAILY REAL ESTATE NEWS | THURSDAY, MARCH 16, 2017 

The Federal Reserve is picking up the pace, voting on Wednesday to raise 
its key interest rate just three months after its last rate hike. The Fed 
announced that short-term interest rates will increase by one-quarter of a 
percentage point and suggested that two similar increases likely will occur 
later this year. Mortgage rates aren’t directly tied to the Fed’s short-term 
interest rates but tend to follow them. 

Read more: Rising Rates, Rising Sales 
“If you think it’s been hard so far to find a home that fits your budget and 
your needs, it’s going to get worse,” says Jonathan Smoke, realtor.com®’s 
chief economist. “There will be even fewer homes for sale” now. 

Homeowners who already have lower mortgage rates locked in may have 
less incentive to trade up or buy a new home. Their increasing desire to 
stay put could continue to press already tight inventories of homes for-sale 
across the country. 

As of Tuesday, the 30-year fixed-rate mortgage averaged 4.39 percent, 
according to Mortgage News Daily. Last summer, rates were near record 
lows of 3.44 percent. 

In anticipation of the Fed’s move, the market has already seen mortgage 
rates increase more than a quarter of a percentage point over the past few 
weeks. 
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Home buyers likely will need to expect to pay about 3 percent more each 
month on their loans for a $250,000 home if they had a 20 percent down 
payment—or about $29 more per month or $348 more over the year, 
Smoke notes. 

“The small changes we’re seeing shouldn’t price too many people out” of 
homeownership, Smoke says. “But if you keep adding it on, it will price 
people out.” 

The Fed has raised rates only twice in the past decade. But Wednesday’s 
decision to raise rates again, just three months after the last increase, does 
signal a quicker pace for the year. The Federal Reserve voted in December 
2016 to increase rates by one-quarter of a percentage point. 

"Rising inflation will predominantly dictate the next monetary policy 
decision, but another short-term rate hike should be expected by the end of 
the summer," Lawrence Yun, the chief economist of the National 
Association of REALTORS®, notes at the association's Economists' 
Outlook blog. "Right now, rents and housing costs are increasing faster 
than other components because of the stubborn housing shortages in 
much of the U.S. To contain inflation and slow the pace of future rate hikes, 
more home construction is needed now.” 

Source: “How the Fed’s Latest Move Is Expected to Hurt Buyers,” 
realtor.com® (March 15, 2017) and “Fed Quickens Pace, Raises Rate 3 
Months After Last Hike,” RISMedia (March 15, 2017) 
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